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BEFORE YOU GET STARTED

1.  Work on something soft to protect the helmets paint finish.

2.  Remove the helmets’ Face Shield. Grip hinge of Face Shield and pull upward. Repeat on the other 
side.

3. Unbuckle the chinstrap.

FITTING THE PACIFIC RESCUE EYE PROTECTOR

■ Pac Fire recommends fitting the hinge kit to the eye protector, then 
attaching the eye protector and hinge kit to the headband of the 
helmet.

F4a. Identify the Rescue Eye Protector hinge marked “R”, fit that to the 
right hand side of the eye protector.

F5a. Place channels on the Eye Protector over raised part of the two 
holes, marked i.

F6a. Fit the fasteners on pivot plate through the holes. Press together firmly until the fasteners on pivot 
plate go through holes and are secure.

F7a. Repeat on the other side of the Eye Protector for the hinge marked “L”.

F8a. Expose area of the headband the Rescue Eye Protector will be fitted by undoing the first top and 
bottom hook of comfort padding on left and right side.

F9a.  Fit Eye Protector into shell with tabs pointing to the outside of shell.

F10a. Place raised part of hinge against raised area on outside of the headband.

F11a. Line up hole on the headband with hole marked ii. on the hinge. Secure hinge and headband by 
fitting 7mm rivet through inside of headband.

F12a. Repeat on the other side of the helmet.

F13a. Test the movement of Eye Protector.

F14a. Reattach top and bottom comfort padding unhooked in step F8a.
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REMOVING THE RESCUE EYE PROTECTOR 

R4. Undo top and bottom hook of comfort padding on the left and right side of the helmet.

R5. Locate 7mm rivet, then push from the outside of the headband till it pops out. Repeat on the other 
side of the helmet.

R6. The Eye Protector, Hinge and Pivot Plate  will detach from the helmet in a single piece. Store Eye 
Protector in a safe, dry place out of direct sunlight.

R7. Reattach the comfort padding you unhooked in step R4.

PLEASE SCAN THIS CODE WITH 
YOUR MOBILE PHONE TO 
ACCESS THE VIDEO

S-1. FITTING THE RESCUE EYE PROTECTOR VIDEO
Follow along with us as we fit the Rescue Eye Protector to a Pacific 
R6 ‘Challenger’ multi-purpose helmet.
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PAC FIRE RECOMMENDS USING NEW RIVETS & PIVOT PLATES WHEN REPLACING RESCUE 
EYE PROTECTOR.
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